This study examines whether including more contextual information in data analysis could improve our ability to identify the relation between students' online learning behavior and overall performance in an introductory physics course. We created four linear regression models correlating students' pass-fail events in a sequence of online learning modules with their normalized total course score. Each model takes into account an additional level of contextual information than the previous one, such as student learning strategy and duration of assessment attempts. Each of the latter three models is also accompanied by a visual representation of students' interaction states on each learning module. We found that the best performing model is the one that includes the most contextual information, including instruction condition, internal condition, and learning strategy. The model shows that while most students failed on the most challenging learning module, those with normal learning behavior are more likely to obtain higher total course, whereas students who resorted to guessing on the assessments of subsequent modules tended to receive lower total scores. Our result suggests that considering more contextual information related to each event can be an effective method to improve the quality of learning analytics, leading to more accurate and actionable recommendations for instructors.
I. Introduction
Online learning platforms provide a rich variety of data on students' learning behavior, enabling researchers to explore the relation between learning behavior and learning outcome, motivation, course completion, and other student characteristics. For example, Kortemeyer [1, 2] examined both the relation between frequency of material access and students' course outcome, and the relation between discussion forum posts and learning outcome; Form anek et. al. [3] studied the relation between number of video views, discussion forum participation, peer grading participation and students' level of motivation and engagement in a massive open online course (MOOC); Lin et. al [4] correlated students' access of instructional videos with course performance. In the broader field of learning analytics, more sophisticated analytic methods and algorithms have been developed to either identify patterns in students' online learning behavior [5] [6] [7] or predict academic achievement based on large data sets [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In most of those studies, students' online learning behavior is characterized by the count, frequency or total duration of one or more types of online learning events, such as the number of discussion forum posts or frequency of video views. However, the same type of learning event occurring under different contexts could be generated by distinct types of student learning behavior. For example, a failed problem solving attempt followed by one or more video access or page access events suggests that the student is trying to learn how to solve the problem, while a sequence of failed homework attempts without accessing relevant instructional materials could imply that the student is randomly guessing, especially when the duration of the attempts are short. However, both kinds of failed attempts would contribute equally to the count or frequency of problem attempt data. Gašević et. al. [13] suggested three types of contextual conditions that can have significant impact on learning analytics, based on Winne and Hadwin's self-regulated learning model [14] : Instruction condition: such as the course mode, course content, choice of technology, and instructional design. Internal Condition: such as the level of utilization of learning tools and the learner's level of prior knowledge. Learning products and strategy: including learner's strategy for completing learning tasks, and the quality of the learning product such as annotations or discussion posts. A number of recent studies have emphasized to varying degrees the context in which online learning events took place, in addition to the number or frequency of events. For example, Wilcox and Pollock [15] examined the impact of four types of contextual information associated with students' answering of online conceptual assessments; Seaton et. al. [16] looked at the impact of the time duration of resource access, Alexandron et. al. and Pallazo et. al [17, 18] utilized time duration and IP address to detect possible copying behavior in students' problemsolving events. Seaton et. al. [19] examined the difference in resource usage that took place when students are completing different tasks in a MOOC. Can outcomes of learning analytics be improved by considering more contextual information associated with each learning event, without increasing the complexity of the analytic methods? In this study, we increased the contextual information associated with each event in three steps, and demonstrated that each step led to increasingly informative descriptions of students' online learning behavior, and more accurate answers to our research question. The research question that we try to answer in the current study is how students' online learning behavior relates to their overall performance in a physics course. In other words, do students that are often referred to as "struggling" in a physics course study online learning resources differently from those who perform well in the course, and if so, what are the most characteristic differences? To answer this question, we collected students' online learning data from a sequence of 10 online learning modules (OLMs) which were assigned as homework to be completed over two weeks. Each module contains an instructional component and an assessment component with 1-2 problems. Previous studies have shown that the mastery-based learning design of the OLMs can not only improve student learning outcome [20, 21] but also increase the interpretability and information richness of learning data [22] . The main events analyzed in the current study are the outcomes of each module, as measured by passing, failing, or aborting the assessment component, resulting in 10 events per student. For each pass-fail event, we extracted three types of contextual information: where, when, and how? More specifically: 1. Where was it: on which of the 10 modules did each pass-fail event take place? 2. When did it happen: did the pass-fail event take place before or after the student accessed the instructional material in each module, and after how many attempts did the student choose to access the instructional material? 3. How did it happen: For each pass-fail event, how much time was spent on solving the problems? Multiple previous studies have linked abnormally short problem-solving duration with either random guessing or answer copying [18, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Each context corresponds to one of the conditions proposed by Gašević [13] : the "where" reflects the instructional condition of online materials being organized in a sequence of OLMs, the "when" reflects students' internal state of choosing whether to access the learning resources, and the "how" serves as one indication of the strategy of producing the learning product. We refer to the combination of a pass-fail event and its associated contextual information as an "interaction state," or "state" for short. We created three different levels of interaction states with each level including additional contextual information than the previous level, as explained in detail in section III.B. Therefore, each level contains more states than the previous one. Students' overall performance in the course is measured by their normalized total course score, which includes scores from homework, exams, lab reports, and classroom clicker questions, and directly determines students' letter grade. Three linear regression models were constructed to associate each of the three levels of interaction states with students' final course score. To address the issue of collinearity [28] between the large number of variables, we selected for each model a subset of significant variables using a regularized linear regression algorithm LASSO [29] , and reconstructed the linear models using those LASSO-selected subsets. Complementary to the linear models, we also plotted students' transition between different states on neighboring modules using a series of parallel coordinate graphs, which is an updated version of the data visualization scheme developed in an earlier study [30] . As detailed in section IV, a complete description of student learning was obtained by combining the linear model with the corresponding parallel coordinate graph for each level.
In section V, we interpret and compare the outcomes of analysis based on the three levels of interaction states, and discuss the benefit of including increasing amounts of contextual information on each event. We show that, in this case, the inclusion of more contextual information results in more informative descriptions of students' learning behavior. The model that includes all three types of contextual information reveals a characteristic difference in the way top and bottom students complete certain OLMs, which provides the most accurate actionable recommendations for instructors. We also discuss the implications of the current results for both instructors and education researchers, as well as caveats and future directions of the current study.
II. Study Setup

A. Design of OLM sequence
The OLM sequence is created using the Obojobo learning objects platform developed by the Center for Distributed Learning at University of Central Florida [31] . Each OLM consists of an instructional component (IC) and an assessment component (AC) (c.f. Figure 1 ). The AC contains 1-2 multiple choice problems and allows a total of 5 attempts. Each of the first 4 attempts are sets of isomorphic problems assessing the same physics knowledge but with different surface features or different numbers. On the 5th attempt, the same problem on the 1st attempt is presented to the students again. On four of the modules used in the current study, a new set of isomorphic problems is presented to students on each of the first 3 attempts, while the same problems on the 1st and 2nd attempt were repeated on the 4th and 5th attempts. Each IC contains a variety of learning resources, including text, figures, videos, and practice problems, focusing on explaining one or two basic concepts or introducing problem solving skills that are assessed by the problems in the AC. Upon opening a new module, a student must make one attempt at the AC before being allowed access to the IC. Access to the IC is locked again when the student makes a new attempt at the AC and is unlocked after the answers are submitted. Students are required to access the OLM sequence in the order given. In the 2017 implementation, due to platform limitations, students could access the next module once they had submitted their 1st attempt on the current module. However, students were not explicitly informed of that information, and were encouraged to complete the current module by either passing the AC or using up all attempts before moving on to the next one.
B. Implementation of OLM sequence
The OLM sequence used in the current study consists of 10 modules covering the subject of Work and Mechanical Energy, implemented in a large calculus-based college introductory physics course. The problems in the AC are inspired by either common homework problems [32] or research-based assessment instrument [33] . Readers can access a sample OLM sequence following [34] . The OLM sequence was assigned to students as homework. Modules 1-6 were released one week before modules 7-10, and all 10 modules were due 2.5 weeks after the release of the first six modules. Completing all 10 modules was worth 9% of the total course score, and each module was weighted equally. The modules were released concurrently with classroom lectures on the same topic. No other assignments were assigned to the students during the 2.5 week period. A total of 230 students attempted at least one module, and 223 students attempted all 10 modules.
III. Methods
A. Analysis of students' click-stream data
Students' click-stream data collected from the Obojobo platform are analyzed using R and the tidyverse package [35, 36] . For the current study, we extracted the following types of information from the click-stream data: AC attempt outcome and duration: An AC attempt is recorded as "pass" if the student answers every question correctly, otherwise it is recorded as "fail." The duration of each attempt is recorded as the time between the student clicks a button to start the attempt, and when the student clicks another button to submit the answers. Study sessions: A study session is defined as all students' interaction with the IC between two consecutive AC attempts on a given module. The duration of a single study session is the sum of all the events that took place during the session, including viewing page content and attempting practice problems. Since each module allows a maximum of 5 attempts, and require one attempt before allowing access to the IC, a student can have a maximum of 4 study sessions. However, we observed that in 93% of the cases, each student only had one study session on a given module. In only 6% of the cases did a student have a second study session longer than 60 seconds and at least 30% as long as their longest study session in that module. For those 6% of the cases, we only consider the first of the two study sessions, which is usually the longer one. In the remaining 1% of the cases, the second (and 3rd) study session are neglected because they are either shorter than 30% of the longest study session, or last less than 60 seconds. These choices are unlikely to impact the outcome of the current analysis, because we only consider whether a student had a study session, and how many attempts were made before and after the study session, not the duration of each study session.
B. Students' Interaction States with OLM 1. Defining interaction states with increasing levels of contextual information Level I (3 states):
The first level of interaction states includes information on whether a student passed or failed the AC of a specific module. We define the following three interaction states for each module:
• Pass (P): A student passes the AC within the first 3 attempts. The reason for this choice is that: 1) On four of the modules the AC will provide a different problem only on the first 3 attempts, and will repeat the 1 st problem on the 4 th attempt 2) Many students do not have the knowledge or skill to pass the AC on their 1st attempt, so they essentially have 2 attempts after studying the IC to be considered as pass, which provides some tolerance for "slips," such as putting in the wrong number in the calculator.
• Fail (F): Students who cannot pass the AC within the first 3 attempts. In other words, either passed on the 4th or 5th attempt or failed on all 5 attempts.
• Abort (A): Students who did not pass the module and did not use up all 5 attempts before moving on to the next module. Information of the specific module on which each state occurred is added by combining the module 
Level II (six states):
The second level adds information about students' interaction with the IC on top of the three states in Level I. More specifically, we divided students according to whether they had a study session before passing or failing the AC. Table 1 lists the six states in this level, with examples of common sequences of events belonging to each state, using "S" to represent a study session, and "P" or "F" to represent the outcome of each attempt. The rationale for dividing P and F states according to whether the outcome is achieved before or after the study session is straightforward: students who can pass the module before studying are likely to have stronger incoming knowledge than those who passed after studying. On the other hand, those who studied immediately after the first or second failing attempt likely are more motivated to learn than those who studied after more than 3 failed attempts or did not study at all.
Level III (nine states):
The third level adds contextual information on how students attempted each AC by dividing BSP, ASP and ASF states according to the duration of attempts. Different cutoff values have been proposed in several earlier studies to distinguish between an abnormally short attempt and a regular problem solving attempt. In the current analysis, we estimated the cutoff to be 35 seconds, by fitting the attempt duration distribution using scale mixtures of skew-normal distribution models, detailed in the next section. On modules 2 and 6, the cutoffs are adjusted to 17 and 24 seconds respectively on attempts after the study session due to shorter overall attempt durations. We assert that students who spent less than the cutoff times on an AC attempt are unlikely to have put in an authentic effort to solve or even read the problem body. Therefore, we divide each of the BSP, ASP and ASF states into two new states, based on if the students' attempts are classified as "Brief" or "Normal" based on their attempt durations. For example, the BSP state is divided into BSPB and BSPN (Before Study Pass-Brief and Before Study Pass-Normal). For BSP and ASP, the attempt duration is taken from the passing attempt which is also the last attempt. On ASF, the duration is taken as the longest of the first 3 attempts. The resulting nine interaction states and the relation between the three levels are listed in Table 2 .
Determining the duration cutoff between Brief and Normal attempts by scale mixtures of skew-normal distribution models
Previous studies showed the cutoff between "Brief" and "Normal" attempts can be determined by fitting the distribution of the problem-solving duration using multi-component mixture models (e.g. [37, 38] ), finding the cutoff between the shortest component and the second shortest component as demonstrated in Figure 2 .
In the current study, we fit the distribution of problem solving duration from students' 1 st AC [24, 37, 38] . There are two reasons for using the duration data from the 1 st attempt. First, because students are required to make their 1 st AC attempt before studying the IC, they are more likely to make a random guess, resulting in a higher peak in the distribution. Second, on the 1 st attempt, students who made a "Normal" attempt must have read the problem text carefully, whereas students who made a "Brief" attempt likely did not, leading to a larger difference in duration. On their 2 nd and 3 rd attempts, students may be able to read the problem text faster on some modules where the problems are more similar to the 1 st attempt, resulting is smaller difference in duration. For those modules, the cutoff for 2 nd and 3 rd attempts are being adjusted (see below). The reason for aggregating the duration data from all 10 modules is based on the assumption that "Brief" attempts should be largely independent of the context of the problem, since the student was not actually solving it. Aggregating the duration data will increase the accuracy for estimating the cutoff. Model fitting is conducted with package mixsmsn [39] , and details are presented in the Appendix. Based on the results from model fitting, the cutoff between Brief and Normal attempts is initially set at 35 seconds for all modules. To check if this 35 second uniform cutoff is reasonable for all modules and all attempts, we compared it to the mean of the log duration distribution of attempts made both before and after a study session. We use the mean of log-duration distribution since the distribution is approximately log-normal on many modules. Attempts longer than 7200 seconds are excluded as outliers. For attempts before the study session, the mean log-durations of all modules are between 70 -200 seconds, much longer than 35 seconds, with harder modules having shorter mean durations. For attempts after the study session, on two modules (2 and 6) the mean log-durations are 35 seconds and 52 seconds respectively; only about half as long as the duration of attempts before study on the same modules. Both modules contain conceptual problems, and the problems presented on the 2 nd or 3 rd attempt are very similar to the one on the 1 st attempt. It is reasonable to assume that students can correctly solve the problem on their 2 nd or 3 rd attempts by looking at the new diagram and without fully reading the problem body again. Therefore, for those two modules, we treat the shortest 15% of the attempts as "Brief," and adjust the cutoffs to 17 and 24 seconds respectively for attempts after study. The mean duration of all other modules increased on attempts after study.
C. Modeling Linear Relation between Interaction States and Total Course Score 1. Initial construction of linear models
We construct three linear regression models between students' interaction states on each module and their final course score for each of the three levels of interaction states, in the form of :
where for the th student, is the standardized final course score with mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1 (referred to as final course z-score in the rest of the paper), represents the "noise term" that accounts for all other effects not explained by the interaction states on the modules. We assume that are identical and independently normally distributed with mean 0. In the model above, , , are dummy variables with , , = 1 if the th student has interaction state for module , and , , = 0 otherwise, for = 1,2, … , 10, = 1,2, … ,10 and = 1,2, … , . The variables , , combine information on the module number with interaction states at each level. Consequently, the model parameter 0 represents the expected final course score for students in a "reference state" for every module, while , measures the difference in the final score by being in state in module compared to the reference state. (1)
For each of the three levels, the reference state is set to be the first state with = 1. According to the three levels, we study the effects with number of states to be 3, 6 and, 9 respectively. Specifically, the reference state is listed as follows for each level.
I.
Final Course z-score~ 3 states. Reference State: P II.
Final Course z-score~ 6 states. Reference State: BSP III.
Final Course z-score~ 9 states. Reference State: BSPN In each level, the reference state is selected as the interaction state that is most likely associated with the highest level of content knowledge from an instructor's point of view. The intercept reflects the predicted final course z-score if all modules are in the reference state. For comparison, we also create a baseline linear regression model between the number of modules a student failed and aborted and their final course score:
where is the standardized final course z-score for student and , and , are the number of modules the student failed or aborted, respectively. The parameter α 0 stands for the expected score of students who passed all modules and (and , respectively) represents the amount of points decreased in the course final z-score for failing (aborting, respectively) one more module.
Addressing Collinearity within regression variables using LASSO Collinearity and Regularized Regression:
To construct the linear model (1), we are estimating = 10 − 9 unknown coefficients, i.e., 21, 51, and 81 respectively for level I, II, and III. The fact that is nonnegligible to the number of students = 207 can induce significant issue in the regression. In particular, it is likely that the space constructed by the predictors is (nearly) singular, which means some of the covariates are (nearly) linear combinations of others. This issue is known as collinearity and it can consequence in a highly inaccurate and unstable, if not nonexistence, model estimation since the ordinary least square solution of 1 relies on the assumption that the covariate space is nonsingular. In presence of collinearity, the estimated relationship can be spurious and redundant, as the effect of one covariate can be replaced by the combination of others. In remedy of the collinearity, we employ LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator) estimation [29, 40] , assuming only a small proportion of the states significantly influence the final course score. The LASSO regression regularizes the estimation by imposing a penalty of model size to the square sum of errors, defined as in the following equation: where the vector = ( , , , 1 ≤ ≤ 10,1 ≤ ≤ ) ⊤ contains the binary state dummy variable for each state in all ten modules, and contains the corresponding coefficients. The tuning parameter controls the strength of penalty in the model, and hence the sparsity of the estimation. We select by a 10-fold cross validation with the minimum mean squared error.
LASSO estimation assumes that a small subset of is nonzero and is well-known for its model selection consistency under certain conditions (c.f., [41] ). In other words, the estimator 3 is able to select the correct subset of features relevant to the overall course score with high probability.
That is, with a large sample size, model 3 selects the relevant models and states and excludes the irrelevant with probability near one. We use for feature selection and then regress the final course z-score against the selected modules and states. Let ̂= { : ≠ 0} be the index set of significant features selected in 3 and ̂ be the design matrix for the corresponding modules and states. We estimate the corresponding coefficients ⋆ from the following regression:
where and are the vector form of the final course -score and noise respectively. Note in
(̂0,̂) = argmin ( 0 , ) ∑( − 0 − ⊤ ) 2 + ‖ ‖ 1
=1
(3)
equation (4) , the irrelevant states are not included in the predictors.
D. Visualizing students' transition between interaction states in an OLM sequence
To visualize how students transition between interaction state from one module to the next, we plot data from the 10 modules on a sequence of nine parallel coordinate diagrams. The two vertical axes on each graph represent the interaction states on two adjacent modules. Each student is represented as a line starting from one interaction state on the left axis and ending on another interaction state on the right axis, as shown in Figure 3 , Figure 4 , and Figure 5 . One or more overlapping lines form a path indicating a transition between two interaction states on two adjacent modules, where a horizontal path means that one or more student remained in the same state on the two modules. The student population is divided equally into top 1/3, middle 1/3 and bottom 1/3 cohorts according to their final course score, with each cohort plotted on its own sequence of graphs. The most populated major paths that add up to half of the population within each cohort are highlighted by a yellow line, with the line widths proportional to the size of the major path. The current visualization scheme has two differences from the version in the earlier study [30] : 1. The ordering of states is now based on the results of the linear model. States that are more frequently correlated with lower course grades are placed lower on the graph, with reference state being placed at the top of the graph. 2. Adjacent paths are no longer clustered into a single path, as it cannot be argued that adjacent states are more similar to each other than distant states.
In addition, variables in the linear model selected by the LASSO estimation algorithm are highlighted by three types of labels on the axis: hollow triangles represent selected variables with ⋆ not significantly different from zero, solid squares represent variables with ⋆ significantly different from 0 at α < 0.05 level, and solid spheres represent with ⋆ significantly different from 0 at α < 0.01 level. Selected variables with ⋆ > 0 are represented by Dark Cyan (#1A9F76) labels, and those with ⋆ < 0 are represented by Pollo Blue (#8DA0CB) labels. Each label is repeated three times on the three graphs for the three cohorts.
IV. Results
A. Baseline Model
The intercept and coefficients of the baseline regression model (Adjusted 2 = 0.18 , = 16.21, < 0.01 ) are listed in Table 3 . As expected, the average final score of students who passed all modules differs significantly from the average of all students, and the number of both failed and aborted modules are negatively correlated with final course score, with correlation coefficients significantly different from zero at < 0.01 level.
B. Level I: Three Interaction States
For level I (three states on each module), 17 out of 21 variables are selected by the LASSO algorithm, resulting in a linear model of Adjusted 
State
Coeff.(α) p Intercept 0.74 0.00** F -0.15 0.00** A -0.32 0.00** Table 4 . Most of the variables are negatively correlated with the final score, which is expected since the P state is selected as the reference state for each module. In addition to the intercept, six variables have coefficients that are significantly different from zero, in which five of those are on modules 6-10. This is likely because the difficulty of the modules increases towards the end of the sequence. Surprisingly, the F state on module 10 is positively correlated with the final score, indicating that students with high final scores are more likely to fail on this module. On the parallel coordinate graph (Figure 3) , the three states are ordered as P, F, A, since on all modules (except on m10) the coefficients for both F and A states are negative, with the A states being more negative. Four of the six significant variables correspond to the start or end point of a major path. Of which, m7-A is on the end of a significant path in the bottom cohort only; m7-F is at the junction of two major paths on all three cohorts; m9-F is on 2 major paths in the bottom cohort and one major path in the middle cohort; m10-F is on the end of a major path in the middle cohort only.
C. Level II: Six Interaction States
For level II , 24 out of 51 variables are selected by the LASSO algorithm, resulting in a linear model with adjusted 2 = 0.33 , = 5.268, = 182, < 0.01, the coefficients of which are shown in Table 5 . In addition to the intercept, 10 variables have coefficients that are significantly different from zero at the = 0.05 level, one of which, m1-ASF, is significant at the = 0.01 level. Most of the variables are negatively correlated with the final score, except for m8-ASP, m9-ASP, m10-ASP, and m10-NS. The ordering of states on the corresponding parallel coordinate graph (Figure 4 ) reflects the fact that LS, NS and AB states on multiple modules are significantly negatively correlated with final course score. Of the 10 significant variables, 3 of which: m5-LS, m7-NS, m7-AB are not located on any major path in any of the cohorts, and one variable, m5-AB, is located on a small major path in the bottom third cohort. It is likely that those variables reflect the behavior of a small fraction of students with exceptionally low final course score. Of the remaining 6 significant variables that are also located on at least one major path, there are several noteworthy observations: 1. Among passing states, ASP and BSP (reference state) are similar in their correlation with final course score, except on m1 and m8. On m1, ASP is significantly negatively correlated with final course score, but is also on a major path in all three cohorts. A possible explanation is that the fraction of students with the highest final scores can pass this module, which introduces the definition of kinetic energy, prior to studying the content. Surprisingly, m8-ASP is positively correlated with final course grade compared to m8-BSP, and is on a major path in both the top and middle cohort, but not in the bottom cohort. This implies that students with high final scores are more likely to pass the module after studying the IC rather than passing on their initial attempt. Both m9-ASP and m10-ASP are also positively correlated with final score, with m10-ASP being marginally significant ( = 0.06).
2. For failing states (ASF, LS, and NS), m7-ASF still sits on multiple major paths on all three cohorts, suggesting that only a few top students in the class can pass m7, and the IC of m7 not helping the majority of students. On the other hand, m9-NS is connects three major paths 
D. Level III: Nine Interaction States
For level III, 20 out of 90 variables are selected by the LASSO algorithm (Table 6) , producing a minimum linear model with adjusted 2 = 0.39, = 7.69, = 186, < 0.01. 8 of the 20 variables have correlation coefficients that are significantly different from 0 at the = 0.05 level, two of which are significant at the = 0.01 level. Two variables have positive correlation coefficients, but neither are significant. For the parallel coordinates graph, we noticed that m9-ASFB and m10-BSPB are the only two variables that are significantly correlated with lower final score at the = 0.01 level, and both ASFB and BSPB states also have significant negative correlations on several other modules. In comparison, BSPN (reference state) is positively correlated with the final score (significant positive intercept), while ASFN on most modules are indistinguishable from BSPN since it is not selected by LASSO on any module except m1. To visually represent this large difference between ASFB/BSPB and ASFN/BSPN, we placed BSPB and ASFB at the bottom of the graph just above AB, where ASPB is placed next to ASPN since our algorithm didn't detect any difference between the two states. The other states are ordered similar to level II. When compared to the level II graph, major paths and LASSO selected variables for m1-m6 are quite similar, indicating that on those modules, most BSP, ASP and ASF events in level II belong to BSPN, ASPN and ASFN in level III. The two noteworthy features are: 1. while m1-ASP was significantly correlated with final score in level II, m1-ASPN and m1-ASPB are not selected by LASSO as necessary variables in level III; 2. m3-ASFB is a significant negatively correlated variable, similar to m3-ASF in level II. On the other hand, the level III model tells a very different story on m7-m10: 1. Most interaction states on m7 are no longer selected by LASSO for explaining the variance in the final course grade. Compared to level II, in which 4 states are selected with 3 being significant, only m7-NS is selected in level III, and the correlation is not significant. Meanwhile, m7-ASFN still serves as a "hub" connecting multiple major paths in all three cohorts. 2. BSPB and BSPN sates on m8-m9 have different compositions between the three cohorts. On m8-m9, most BSP events in the top cohort belongs to BSPN, while for the bottom cohort a significant fraction of BSP events belong to BSPB. This seems to be a likely reason why m8-ASPN in level III has a much weaker positive correlation compared to what was observed for m8-ASP in level II, since the current reference state, BSPN, is occupied by more students with higher course score.
Interaction states on m8-m10 differ significantly between top and bottom cohorts.
With the current arrangement of states, the bottom third cohort aggregated onto a "corridor" consisting of major paths between LS, NS, BSPB, and ASFB states extending from m8 to m10, "anchored" by several significant LASSO selected variables. In contrast, this corridor is almost empty for the top cohort, and less populated for the middle third cohort. The top cohort is mostly concentrated on BSPN and ASPN states between m8-m10, which are only sparsely occupied by the bottom cohort.
V. Discussion
A. Including more contextual information led to better descriptions of student behavior
Our analysis demonstrates that by increasing the amount of contextual information associated with each pass-fail event, we can obtain more informative and accurate descriptions of students' online learning behavior. The baseline regression model 2 reveals little more than the fact that high performing students pass more modules. By including the module number information, the level I model shows that passing modules m6-m9 are better indicators of higher final course score. However, it is hard to understand why failing on m10 is positively correlated with final course score. Note that the LASSO algorithm selected 17 out of 20 variables in this model, indicating that it has only limited ability to identify characteristic behavioral differences between students with high and low total course score. The level II states added the contextual information on whether each pass-fail event happened before or after accessing the instructional materials. The level II model reveals that on modules m5, m7, m8 and m9, students with lower final score not only have lower passing rates, but are also more reluctant to access the instructional materials after repeated failure (LS and NS states). This could imply that those students either have less motivation to study or have otherwise lost confidence in their ability to learn from the IC. On the other hand, two observations are difficult to make sense of. First, the ASP states on m8, m9 and m10 are positively associated with final score, which implies that students with higher scores are more likely to fail their initial attempts and needed to study the IC.
Second, Figure 4 shows that many students in the bottom third cohort transitioned from NS and ASF states on m9 to BSP state on m10, which contains a harder problem than m9 in the AC. The level III model included information on whether the pass-fail event was completed over a brief interval (less than 35 seconds). The addition of this information seems to be important for identifying characteristic behavioral differences between students with high and low final course scores, as it allows the LASSO algorithm to select only 20 out of 90 variables. The resulting model accounted for more variance in the final course score using 4 fewer variables than the level II model. The level III parallel coordinate graph ( Figure 5 ) shows a clear "corridor" from m8 to m10 for the bottom third cohort, consisting of major paths connecting either brief passing attempts (BSPB) or consecutive failed attempts without study (LS or NS). In contrast, the top third cohort mainly concentrated on normal passing attempts either before or after studying the IC (BSPN and ASPN) on the same modules, whereas the middle third cohort has more failed normal attempts (ASFN).
Remarkably, for all three cohorts, the major paths between m8-m10 all originated from the same ASFN state on m7. This observation suggests that failing on m7 is not a characteristic difference between high and low performing students, but their different choices after experiencing the setback on m7 is: while the top and most of the middle cohort continued with learning (with the middle cohort being less successful), most of the bottom cohort gave up and resorted to guessing on the following modules. The level III model also provides an explanation for the anomalous observations on level I and II models: many P and BSP events from the bottom 1/3 cohort on m9 and m10 are BSPB events (attempts completed in less than 35 seconds), while only a few students in this cohort studied the IC of the module.
B. Implications for Instructors
One of the important goals of learning analytics is to provide instructors with actionable recommendations to improve student learning. In that regard, the level III model is far superior to the other models. The simple baseline model and level I model both rely on pass-fail events alone, which is similar to what is provided by many commercial online homework platforms. According to these two models, the average instructor can do little more than ask students to "work harder and pass more modules, especially on m6-m9". The Level II model suggests that some students might have lost confidence toward the end, but the patterns are inconsistent. In addition, Level I and II models could mislead the instructor into believing that the bottom third cohort eventually mastered the content or even outperformed the top and middle cohorts on m9 and m10.
On the other hand, the level III model tells a more complete and more accurate story with three main takeaways: 1. On modules m1-m6, there are no qualitative differences in learning strategy for students with varying levels of ability to succeed in the course. In other words, almost everyone is trying to learn in the beginning. 2. Module 7 is challenging for most students as the instructional materials are insufficient for helping them learning how to solve the problems in the AC. 3. After experiencing a setback on m7, students with low course final scores are much more likely to employ a guessing strategy on the rest of the modules. Given those takeaways, rather than telling students to "study harder" or "do better," a more helpful message could be "Everybody experiences setbacks -it is alright to fail! The key to success is to not give up." In addition, two interventions could potentially be beneficial for boosting students' confidence: 1. Improve the quality of instruction on m7 to increase the chance of success especially for low performing students. 2. Conduct activities that develop a growth mindset, which has been shown to be beneficial for student success [42] [43] [44] .
C. Implications for researchers conducting data-driven online learning research
First of all, we demonstrated that instead of employing more sophisticated algorithms, fine tuning different parameters, or using larger data sets, including detailed contextual information for each event analyzed can in some cases also be an effective approach for improving the accuracy and interpretability of learning analytics results. Second, this study highlights the importance of the instructional design and platform capability in learning analytics. The contextual data that are crucial for the construction of the level II and III models are grounded in the unique OLM design blending assessment with instructional resources, which is made possible by the flexibility of the Obojobo platform. It is often the case that platform capability and instructional design can determine both the variety and accuracy of information that can be extracted from student log data [22, 45] , and in turn limits the depth of learning analytics. For example, the RISE project [46] is limited to simple analysis and visualization with limited contextual information, using data from generic online learning platforms. Therefore, it can be beneficial for all parties involved if data scientists and online learning researchers play a more actively role in the design, development or adoption of online learning platforms and online courses, rather than passively stay on the receiving end of educational data.
D. Caveats and future directions
One limitation of the current analysis is the use of a universal 35 seconds cutoff between Brief and Normal attempts. While this stringent criterion is favorable for avoiding false positives, it may not capture a significant number students who are not trying very hard on complex calculation problems that cannot be correctly solved within several minutes even by experts. This might explain why we still observe some students in the bottom cohort shift from Late Study and Abort states on m9 to the Brief Study Pass-Normal state on m10. In fact, for m9 and m10, exploratory data analysis [30] identified a separate distribution spending longer than average time solving the problem, while achieving a better correct response rate. Spending more than average time on those problems could be a characteristic behavior of the top 1/3 cohort just as "Brief" problem solving is characteristic for the bottom 1/3 cohort.
Another imperfection of the current analysis is that the scores on the OLM sequence is included in the total final course grade, which violates the conditions for linear regression. However, we think that this is a negligible small effect because:
1. the OLM sequence only accounts for 9% of the total grade and 2. all students received at least 90% of the score if they passed the module in 5 attempts. As a result, the failed states used in the linear model does not directly correlate to the module scores. On a related issue, the total course final score contains exams, homework, lab and course participation scores, which makes it a (complex) measure of both content knowledge and effort. Future studies could explore the relation between students' online learning behavior and their problem solving ability, conceptual knowledge or attitudes individually, using research validated instruments. More importantly, in the current study, including more contextual information always led to better student model. But will it continue to be beneficial to include even more contextual information in the analysis? For example, when do students start working on the OLMs? Do they distribute the 10 modules over time, or do they try to complete all of them at once? How does the duration of student study sessions impact their ability to pass the assessment? How much time do students spend on solving each practice problem in the IC before accessing the solution? While including all those information could potentially lead to a more accurate description of students' online learning behavior, will the benefit justify the cost for extracting those information from the log data? In addition, as the complexity of the model grows, it will also place a higher requirement on the sample size. Therefore, a valuable research question is whether there exists an optimum amount of contextual information that one could consider given a certain sample size. Finally, the ultimate goal of learning analytics should not be limited to observing or predicting students' learning behavior and learning outcome, but rather to inform the development of new interventions and evaluate their effectiveness. Therefore, a valuable future research direction is to examine whether the interventions inspired by the level III model could indeed lead to detectable change in the bottom cohort's learning behavior, especially towards the end of the sequence.
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